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SUMMA RY OF  CON CLUSIONS AN D DECISIONS ADO PTED  BY  
THE INTERNATIONAL  BOARD  

COMPOS ED BY  TH E REGIONAL VICE-PRESIDENTS  OF  THE W MPA  
in  Cham béry , F ran ce –  20th -26th  Nov ember 2011  

 

 

One year after the Third World Meeting of the World Mountain People Association (Oloron Sainte-Marie, French Pyrenees, from 
25th September to 3rd October 2011), the city of Chambéry (its elected representatives, its services and its population —400 

people participated in an evening of discovery of the Peruvian mountains—) hosted, from 20th to 26th November 2011, a WMPA 
International Board composed, particularly, by the Secretary-General and the five Regional Vice-Presidents. The purpose of the 
meeting on “Drawing up the WMPA actions in the regions of the world” was to take stock of the activities carried out in the 

different mountain ranges in order to develop and organise the implementation of the 2012 working programme and to prepare 
ourselves for the 2nd Earth Summit, to be held from 20th to 22th June 2012 in Rio de Janeiro. 
 

I .  WMPA ORGANISATION  
 

1. The WMPA International Board should meet on an annual basis and the Board should be held in parallel with other 

planned events. In such cases, the WMPA shall bear all Regional Vice-Presidents’ travel and accommodation expenses; the 
other members of the Whole Board of the WMPA will be invited, but they shall bear all their costs. Indeed, due to the 

financial situation, it is very difficult to bring the whole Board, composed by 30 members + 30 substitutes elected in Oloron, 
together. 

2. Looking ahead to 2012: the members of the WMPA from the Himalayan region intend to organise a WMPA meeting in the 

Hindu Kush-Himalayas in October 2012, where the Regional Vice-Presidents, the President, the Secretary-General and 
the Technical Committee will be invited: the meeting will therefore constitute the annual meeting of the 

International Board. 

3. The Board confirmed that the online election of the presidents of the thematic committees, as defined by the General 
Assembly in Oloron Sainte-Marie, should be postponed (a) due to the absence of the necessary quorum and to the unfit 

voting arrangements, but also (b) to a lack of understanding on the part of the candidates about the content and challenges 
arising from such responsibility. The board decided to redirect and strengthen the regional WMPA actions, on the 

basis of the issues identified in Oloron and in accordance with the priorities established by the Regional Vice-
Presidents (in the table below each region has attributed ten points to the issues that it considers a priority; the last 

column gives an idea of the priorities for all regions). Therefore, thematic leaders are likely to emerge within the area of 
every mountain range. Once the regional actions have been consolidated, the WMPA will then organise its international 

agenda. 

REGIONAL ISSUES Himalayas Europe 
North 

Africa 
Andes 

Southern 

Africa 
TOTAL 

Valorisation of Mountain 

Products 
2 2  3   7 

Regional Centres for Cooperation 
and Exchange 

3 1 2   6 

Biodiversity and Cultural 
Diversity 

2 1   3 6 

Climate Change  1   3 4 

Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 
Autonomy, Territories and States 

1 

3 
(Participatory 

democracy 
and EU’s 

recognition of 
the mountain 

issue) 

5 

3 (Practical 
implementation 
of the political 

autonomy 
recognised in 

the 
constitutions of 

several 
countries) 

  12 

Mining Projects, Mass Tourism 
and Land-Grabbing 

2 2  1,5 2 7,5 

Crops Declared Illicit   3 2,5   5,5 

Sharing of National Resources     2 2 
 

4. The Board did confirm Samir Newa, elected in Oloron, as President of the Commission on Mountain Products, and 
it also engaged Jorge Hernandez to lead, as project coordinator, the Commission on Illicit Crops. 

5. The Board also decided to launch a 2012 membership campaign to recruit new members for the WMPA. 

 

II .  2012 ACTION PROGRAMME  
 

See regional tables at the end of the present paper 
The WMPA will participate and strength its advocacy and networking activities, relying in particular on the events planned by 

region. 
 

III .  INTERNAL CO MMUNICATION  
 

 On the initiative of Ophélie Robineau, Vice-President for Communication, the Board encourages members to summit 
information for the newsletter in order to facilitate the flow of information among the mountain ranges. The information 
should be written in concise paragraphs (half page, one page maximum) to expedite the processing of information and the 

translation. 
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 The Board decided that the Regional Vice-Presidents should send a short summary of past events, as well as small 
texts developing important topics for the corresponding mountain range, every two months directly to Ophélie 
Robineau, in the purpose of maintaining a continuous flow of information concerning the activity developed within each 

mountain range. 

 The Board agreed that direct communication between mountain ranges should be promoted. Since language is the 
main obstacle, e-mails should contain simple sentences which can be easily translated by using free software available on 
internet (Google Translator, etc.). Some of you have been able to verify how these tools operate. Even though they are far 

from being perfect, they give an idea of the content by combining the results obtained by several translators. Skype 
exchanges should also prevail. 

 Key information, either from the Directorate and the Technical Committee or from the mountain ranges, must go first 
through the Regional Vice-Presidents. The Board confirmed that the Regional Vice-Presidents are responsible for the 
dissemination of the information within their mountain ranges and that, to that end, they should use the appropriate 

means (internet, radio, newspapers, etc.). The members of the International Board, who have been elected representatives 
of the WMPA, should also ensure the dissemination of the information within their networks. 

 The Board entrusted to the Directorate of the WMPA and to Ophélie Robineau the task of facilitating the work of updating 
the mailing lists/information from each region: in January, Ophélie Robineau will forward an Excel file to each Regional 
Vice-President, so he/she is able to complete the list and to collect members and supporters’ e-mail addresses. 

 

IV.  EXTERNAL CO MMUNICATION  
 

 The external communication of the WMPA needs to be improved: the Board decided that the new website is a priority to be 
budgeted in 2012. The Board asked the Directorate of the WMPA to implement that project. 

 Crisis communications: the board adopted the WMPA urgent action procedure, prepared by Denis Blamont. The compliance 
of the proposed procedure will allow the WMPA to better carry out its mission of condemning the abuses in mountain regions 
and defending the population involved. 

 The evening session, which was open to the people of Chambéry and organised on the occasion of the International Board, 
has opened a path to follow in all other WMPA manifestations taking place around the world. The 400 attendees really 
appreciated the comments on the Peruvian documentary from several Regional Vice-Presidents and the presentation of the 

WMPA by the President, Jean Lassalle. 
 

V.  THE USE OF T HE LOGO AND THE  LETT ERHEAD O F T HE W MPA  
 

 The Board decided that local or regional WMPAs are allowed to use the WMPA logo, even if it is used in combination with a 
customised logo for the region or the project concerned. Its use complies several rights, but also several duties, including 
the duty to inform the WMPA on the use made of it. The same applies to the use of the WMPA letterhead. 

 Regarding the Commission on Mountain Products, the Board asked Samir NEWA to submit all proposals to the President and 

the Advisory Technical Committee before using the final logo. 
 
VI .  DRAFT STATEMENTS ON T HE POSIT ION OF THE  WMP A 

 
1. The Board noted and commented the WMPA proposal for Rio+20, which was prepared by the members of the Technical 

Committee and submitted before the deadline, 1st November 2011. The Board approved the urgent drafting of these texts 
given the deadline constraints, and noted that it was drafted on the basis of pre-existing WMPA papers. The Board 

confirmed that the basic ideas of the association were present at those papers and it also suggested some additional 
amendments for the Rio+20 paper (http://mountainpeople.org/RI02012.php).  

 

2. The collective drafting of a paper is a difficult process, especially via the internet. Although discussions were not able to go 
to completion due to time constraints, the Board decided the following: when a paper must be written, a person from the 

Board or the Technical Committee will be appointed by the President to draft a first discussion paper. The same person will 
also receive all comments and amendments on the paper; as is currently the case for Chapter 13 (Denis Blamont, member 
of the technical Committee) and the Charter of Natural Resources (Gerard Logié, member of the technical Committee). 

 

3. The members of the WMPA are encouraged to continue to submit feedback and suggestions on these texts (Chapter 13 and 
Charter of Natural Resources), by writing an e-mail to the people listed above. 

 

VII.  PARTNERSHIPS AND EXC HANGE PRO POSALS FRO M FIELD  VISITS  
 

Visiting the regional natural parks of the Chartreuse and the Bauges raised the issue of following-up these visits. French 

“Regional” Natural Parks (PNR) –other than the “national” parks, in which the State is the sole guarantor of their conservation– 
are created to protect and enhance large inhabited rural areas: one tenth of the territory encompasses 48 PNR. The areas that 

can be classified as “Regional Natural Park” are predominantly rural areas whose landscapes, natural environments and cultural 
heritage are of high quality, but whose balance is fragile. A Regional Natural Park is organised around an agreement of 
sustainable development, which is revised every ten years and is based on the protection and enhancement of the natural and 

cultural heritage. This model, which combines both, respect for the people living in the park, territorial development and 
protection of the nature and the cultural heritage, could be adopted in mountain ranges where the national parks policy and the 

respect of the sites are the only rule, often to the detriment of the population. 
 

In the Aosta Valley (Italy), a different type of organisation of the territory was discovered. There, the organisation of what might 

be called “local resource centre” was set up step-by-step, implementing a modern professional practice and ensuring a thorough 
knowledge of all levels of the mountains. The Aosta Valley is an example of a mountain area, with legal autonomy and financial 

resources, which has implemented a comprehensive land development policy enhancing the resources and the local culture. The 
territorial development allows young trained people to return to the area to perform real tasks in the development process. They 

have done a significant research work, which helped to collect and enhance the local know-how and culture (language, traditions, 
architectural heritage, etc.). The visit to the Aosta Valley gave the opportunity to make the European WMPA actions known and 
to see how an elected representative, member of the WMPA, supports the development of his territory by applying the vision 

championed by the WMPA. 

http://mountainpeople.org/RI02012.php
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VIII .  REVIEW ON REGIONAL VICE- PRESIDENTS ACTION S  
 

The meeting enabled Regional Vice-Presidents to meet each other, which should contribute to promote further exchanges in the 

future. In addition, the meeting has strengthened their role in organising regional WMPA actions. 
 

IX.  LIBYA MOTION  

 
The Board proposed to draft a motion concerning Libya, where mountain people who actively participated in the Revolution are 

now largely being marginalised in the development of new national structures. The proposal, presented during the last working 
session, was not reached due to time constraints, so that the Board mandated the Technical Committee to finish it. It has taken 

the form of an “open letter to the members of NATO and especially to the three States directly involved in the fall of the 
Gaddafi’s regime (France, Great Britain and the United States)”.  

 
 
X.  2012 ACTIONS/EVENTS TABLE  

 
Green: side events to already programmed events 
 

Orange: WMPA actions/events pending 
 

 

Dec. 

2011 

Jan. 

2012 

Feb. 

2012 

Mar. 

2012 

Apr. 

2012 

May. 

2012 

Jun. 

2012 

Jul. 

2012 

Aug. 

2012 

Sept. 

2012 

Oct. 

2012 

Nov. 

2012 

Dec. 

2012 

 

EUROPE 
 

11 Dec. International Mountain Day, Ainsa (Spanish Pyrenees) – CERAI (Jorge HERNANDEZ) 

   Demonstration in Annecy - Alpine Town of the Year 

Introduction of the WMPA / Participation in the drafting of the Cultures and Populations 
Protocol, Alpine Convention. 

Town of Gap (Colette PATRON) / WMPA 

    World Water Forum / Alternative World Water Forum, Marseille 

WMPA press release? 
Coordination SUD/Agronomists and Veterinarians without Borders (Frédéric APOLLIN) 

       Cheese workshop in the Bearn  
IPHB (Elisabeth JOANTAUZY)- funded by the IPHB, 
subject to funding request from regional WMPAs and 

partners. 

  Living Pyrenees (creation of local groups) 

CERAI (Jorge HERNANDEZ) and WMPA (Michel ROUFFET) 

    

 Festival du voyage Grand Bivouac, Albertville “Peoples from the Heights” 

Grand Bivouac (Guy CHAMEREUIL) and WMPA (Michel ROUFFET & Jean BOURLIAUD) 

   

  Terra Madre: workshop on valorisation of natural fibres – Turin 

CERAI (Jorge HERNANDEZ) - funding granted 

   

       European WMPA membership campaign 

Michel ROUFFET, Guy CHAUMEREUIL, Roberto LOUVIN 
(membership, etc.) 

    Political action within the UE 
Recognition of mountain specificities - Proposal for a Directive 

WMPA (Jean MILESI), in partnership with other agencies and European elected 
representatives 

       Seminar in the Carpathian Mountains - Hungary-
Romania 

Goals: to make the WMPA known, to have members 
from the Carpathian Mountains in the WMPA 
CERAI (Jorge HERNANDEZ) - WMPA - funding? 

 Seminar on the management of the common good, Seas and Mountains - FPH and IPHB (Didier HERVE) 

 
 
 

Dec. 
2011 

Jan. 
2012 

Feb. 
2012 

Mar. 
2012 

Apr. 
2012 

May. 
2012 

Jun. 
2012 

Jul. 
2012 

Aug. 
2012 

Sept. 
2012 

Oct. 
2012 

Nov. 
2012 

Dec. 
2012 

 
NORTH AFRICA 

 

 Algeria - Meeting on the Valorisation of Mountain Products and Craft Activities.  

  Morocco - Mountain Cultures Festival, Rif 
WMPA Morocco (Saïd KAMEL) -CERAI 

   

     Morocco - Regional Seminar (3 days) 
1. Mountain legislation - List of claims 

2. Regional Centres 
3. Crops declared illicit 

4. Creation of the WMPA for North Africa (Algeria, Libya, Tunisia, Morocco, 
Mali and the Canary Islands) 

WMPA Morocco (Saïd KAMEL) - International WMPA - funding: Universities - 
WMPA and partners (possible participation of CERAI and AVSF) 

       Morocco - Work-site for mountain youngsters  
(10-15 days) - WMPA Morocco - CERAI 

 Mountain Arts International Festival (which is organised within a country or every 
2 years) - 1st Festival: Morocco 
Proposal to be discussed 
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Dec. 
2011 

Jan. 
2012 

Feb. 
2012 

Mar. 
2012 

Apr. 
2012 

May. 
2012 

Jun. 
2012 

Jul. 
2012 

Aug. 
2012 

Sept. 
2012 

Oct. 
2012 

Nov. 
2012 

Dec. 
2012 

 
ANDES 

 

  PORTO ALEGRE? World Social Forum 

Rio+20  
WMPA ANDES attending? (María Teresa FINDJI - Dionicio NUNEZ?) 

AVSF’s attending (via a Brazilian representative) 
Technical Committee’s attending (Jean BOURLIAUD?) 

    

       RIO+20 (20-22 June) 
Management of the common good and plundering of 

natural resources 
WMPA attending to be prepared - Possible meeting? 
Necessary funding? 

       Seminar on Andean land management “Land, 
Territory and Law” 

AVSF (Frédéric APOLLIN) & AVSF Ecuador - WMPA (María 
Teresa FINDJI) 

Andean Countries and Central America Association 
(Guatemala) - Funding request pending - AVSF - Andean 

Embassies 

BOLIVIA: 5th Andean Meeting of Producers and Consumers of Coca 

Leaf (La Paz) 
Organisations of Andean Producers of Coca Leaf (Dionicio NUÑEZ) - WMPA- 50 

% funding granted - possible sources of funding? 

     

Seminar - regional workshop on the Impacts of Mining 

Sustainable Earth Alliance - WMPA (Jean BOURLIAUD) - CONACAMI 

    

 

 
 

Dec. 

2011 

Jan. 

2012 

Feb. 

2012 

Mar. 

2012 

Apr. 

2012 

May. 

2012 

Jun. 

2012 

Jul. 

2012 

Aug. 

2012 

Sept. 

2012 

Oct. 

2012 

Nov. 

2012 

Dec. 

2012 

 

HIMALAYAS 
 

Himalayan WMPA membership campaign     

Regional WMPA meeting in the Himalayas 

Members and possible future members 
Invitation to the Technical Committee - Regional Vice-Presidents (silent observers) 

Tukushe Village - (between Dalaghiri and Annapurna) - Nepal (Mustang) 
WMPA Nepal (Samir NEWA) - Grassroot (Mayfereen Lyngdoh RYNTATHIANG), in partnership with 

Shekhar PATHAK (India) and Denis BLAMONT 
Issues: 

1. Mountain products (mountain brand/label) 
2. Communication 
3. Regional Centres 

Additionally: Demography and migration, culture and identity, common good, tourism and craft 
Final Informational CD 

Funding? Possible ways: ICIMOD - Dutch and Swiss Cooperation, TAN, UNESCO (estimated cost: 
60,000 €) 

SIDE WMPA INTERNATIONAL BOARD? 

   

 

 

Dec. 

2011 

Jan. 

2012 

Feb. 

2012 

Mar. 

2012 

Apr. 

2012 

May. 

2012 

Jun. 

2012 

Jul. 

2012 

Aug. 

2012 

Sept. 

2012 

Oct. 

2012 

Nov. 

2012 

Dec. 

2012 

 

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICA 
 

To be completed... 
 
Joe Mzinga, Vice-President for Eastern and Southern Africa was able to participate in the meeting via Skype to share with the 

Board the actions implemented in 2011. Then, he voted for the top issues for his region. The 2012 regional actions remain to be 
identified. 
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ANNEX I :  LIST OF PARTICI PANTS  

 

AFR I CA  
 

ALGERIA 
 Kamira NAIT SID (kamira_ber@yahoo.fr), Vice-President of the WMPA for North Africa, Algerian Vice-President for the CMA (World Amazigh 

Congress : www.congres-mondial-amazigh.org)  

 Rabah ISSADI (issadi_rabah@yahoo.fr) – absent due to a visa problem. Member of the Federal Council of the CMA (World Amazigh Congress: 
www.congres-mondial-amazigh.org)  

 

MALI 
 Arane Alhader AG FAKI (agfaki@yahoo.fr) - absent due to a visa problem. Officer of the Ministry of Security and Civil Protection in Bamako, 

member of the WMPA MALI 
 

MOROCCO 

 Saïd KAMEL (skamels@yahoo.fr), member of the WMPA Board, President of the WMPA Morocco 
 Mohamed AMAADOUR – absent due to a visa problem, farmer in Imouzzar Kander, member of the WMPA Morocco 

 
TANZANIA 
 Joseph Edward MZINGA (joemzinga@gmail.com) - absent due to a visa problem – Participation via Skype. Vice-President of the WMPA 

for Eastern and Southern Africa. Regional coordinator of ESAFF (Eastern and Southern Africa Small Scale Farmers’ Forum: www.esaff.org) 
 

LATI N AMER I C A  

 
BOLIVIA 

 Dionicio NUÑEZ TANGARA (diococa@hotmail.com), Secretary-General of the WMPA, Former Member of Parliament of MAS, Executive 
Secretary of the Consejo de Federaciones Campesinas de Yungas (COFECAY) and adviser to the Bolivian Ministry of External Affairs 
 

COLOMBIA 
 Maria-Teresa FINDJI (mtfindji@gmail.com), Vice-President of the WMPA for the Andes, Founder and Director of the Foundation "Colombia 

Nuestra”, parent foundation of the Fondo Paez (Andean Coffee Growers’ Association, Nyaf'Tewesh) 
 

ECUADOR 

 Manuel Mesías CHANGO TOAPANTA (mchangot@hotmail.com) – absent due to last-minute local constraints (the vote on the municipal budget). 
Member of the WMPA Board, Mayor of Saquisili 

 

ASI A  
 

INDIA 
 Chandra Shekhar PATHAK (birkham@gmail.com ; pahar.org@gmail.com), Vice-President of the WMPA for Asia. Academic, editor, activist 

and explorer of the Himalayas. Former lecturer of history at Kumaon University and associate lecturer to the IIAS (Indian Institute of Advanced 

Studies [Shimla]) and to the NMML (Nehru Memorial Museum and Library [Delhi]). Member of the NGO PAHAR (People Association for Himalaya 
Area Research: www.pahar.org/) and coordinator of the WMPA Himalayas. 

 
NEPAL 
 Samir NEWA (samirji@gmail.com ; samir@theorganicvillage.com), President of the WMPA Commission on Mountain Products. Founder 

and responsible of the Organic Village (small co-operative of organic farmers), which promotes small-scale industrialisation in Nepal, including 
rice paper production by using solar energy. 

 

EUR OP E  
 

SPAIN 
 Elisa ACEVEDO HERNÁNDEZ (elisacevedo@hotmail.com) Translator 
 Natalia DORADO GARCÍA (natalia.dorado@hotmail.com) Translator 

 Jorge HERNÁNDEZ ESTERUELAS (yurko01@ono.com), member of the WMPA Board? President of the CERAI-ARAGÓN (Centro de Estudios 
Rurales y Agricultura Internacional: www.cerai.org/) and of Slow-Food Aragón (http://slowfood.es/)  

 

ITALY 
 Roberto LOUVIN (r.louvin@studiolouvin.it), member of the WMPA Board, member of the Regional Council of the Aosta Valley 

(www.consiglio.regione.vda.it/)  
 
FRANCE / ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES 

 Xavier GUEDEL (x.guedel@mairie-chambery.fr), member of the Municipal Council of Chambéry, responsible for mountain areas 
 Jean LASSALLE (jlassalle@assemblee-nationale.fr), President of the WMPA, Member of Parliament from the Atlantic Pyrenees 

(www.jeanlassalle.fr/) 
 Belkacem LOUNES (alunes@laposte.net), member of the Technical Committee of the WMPA, Responsible for international relations at the 

CMA (World Amazigh Congress: www.congres-mondial-amazigh.org/), member of the Regional Council of the Alps (www.rhonealpes.fr/)  

 Jean MILESI (mairie.melagues@wanadoo.fr), member of the WMPA Board, Mayor of Melagues, Vice-President of the General Council of the 
Aveyron (www.cg12.fr/) 

 Colette PATRON (colette.patron@ville-gap.fr), member of the WMPA Board, Deputy Mayor of Gap, responsible for international relations 

(www.ville-gap.fr/) 
FRANCE / ORGANISATIONS / FOUNDATIONS / COMPANIES 

 Valérie ALAIN (valerie.alain@gdfsuez.com), Director of Institutional Relations at GDF SUEZ (www.gdfsuez.com) 
 Frédéric APOLLIN (f.apollin@avsf.org), member of the WMPA Board, member of the Technical Committee of the WMPA, Director of 

Operations at Agronomists and Veterinarians Without Borders: www.avsf.org) 

 Jean-Yves ARRIBE (iphb@wanadoo.fr), Technical staff from the IPHB (Heritage Institution of the High Bearn: www.iphb.fr/) 
 Régis DUGAST (r.dugast@strego.fr), independent accountant Cabinet STREGO 

 Guy CHAUMEREUIL (guy.chaumereuil@grande-traversee-alpes.com), Director of the Grande Traversée des Alpes (www.grande-
traversee-alpes.com/), President of the Grand Bivouac (www.grandbivouac.com/) 

 Didier HERVE (didier.herve-iphb@wanadoo.fr), member of the Technical Committee of the WMPA, Director of the IPHB (Heritage Institution 

of the High Bearn: www.iphb.fr/)  
 Elisabeth JOANTAUZY (elisabeth.joantauzy-iphb@wanadoo.fr), engineer, responsible for the GIS and for communication at the IPHB 

(Heritage Institution of the High Bearn: www.iphb.fr/)  

 Gérard LOGIE (glogie@club-internet.fr), member of the Technical Committee of the WMPA, MADERA (Mission d’Aide au Développement des 
Economies Rurales en Afghanistan: www.madera-asso.org/) 

 Monique MARCHAL (m.marchal@mairie-chambery.fr), Director-General of Chambéry-promotion (www.chambery-promotion.com/) 
 Gilles PRIGENT (gilles.prigent@gdfsuez.com), Delegate for relations between town councils, GDF SUEZ (www.gdfsuez.com)  
 Claudine STANISLAS (c.stanislas@apmm-wmpa.org), Director of the WMPA (www.mountainpeople.org) 

 Pierre VUARIN (pierre.vuarin@gmail.com), Director of the FPH (Charles Leopold Mayer Foundation for the Progress of Humankind: 
www.fph.ch/)  

FRANCE / SCIENTISTS / EXPERTS 
 Denis BLAMONT (blamont@free.fr), member of the Technical Committee, of the WMPA, geographer, researcher at the CNRS –resilience of 

agro-pastoral and trading communities from the Himalayas to new and emerging constraints (demographic, physical, political, geopolitical, 

commercial...)–, ASVIN programme (solar applications for villages in India and Nepal) 
 Jean BOURLIAUD (bourliaud@free.fr), member of the Technical Committee of the WMPA, Former Researcher at the INRA, specialist in rural 

sociology, Andean agrarian systems, management and local governance. 
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 Ghislaine DE COULOMME-LABARTHE (g-decoulomme@hotmail.fr), Doctor in Psychobiology of the Human Development, International 
Consultant, responsible for relations between the WMPA and the UNESCO 

 Pierre GONDARD (gondardpierre@orange.fr), member of the Technical Committee of the WMPA, Geographer, Former Director of Research 

at the IRD-Ecuador - Department of Societies and Health (DSS).  
 Ophélie ROBINEAU (robineauophelie@gmail.com), Vice-President of the WMPA for Communication, member of the Technical Committee of 

the WMPA, PhD student in Geography and Agronomy (CIRAD/INRA) 

 Michel ROUFFET (rouffet@free.fr), member of the Technical Committee of the WMPA, Tourism Engineer, former responsible for the Pyrenean 
branch of the DEATM ODIT France. 

 
ACCOMPANYING PEOPLE 
 Monique LOGIE (France) 

 Laura LOUVIN (Italy) 
 Christiane ROUFFET (France) 

 Michèle STAMOS (France) 
 
ATTTENDING INSTITUCIONS, ORGANISATIONS, FOUNDATIONS AND COMPANIES 
 AGRONOMISTS AND VETERINARIANS WITHOUT BORDERS: www.avsf.org 
 WORLD MOUNTAIN PEOPLE ASSOCIATION: www.mountainpeople.org 

 CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS RURALES Y AGRICULTURA INTERNACIONAL (Spain): www.cerai.org  

 CHAMBERY PROMOTION: www.chambery-promotion.com  
 GENERAL COUNCIL OF SAVOIE: www.cg73.fr 

 GENERAL COUNCIL OF THE AVEYRON: www.cg12.fr  
 REGIONAL COUNCIL OF THE RHONE-ALPES REGION: www.rhonealpes.fr  

 REGIONAL COUNCIL OF THE AOSTA VALLEY (Italy): www.consiglio.regione.vda.it  

 CONSEJO DE FEDERACIONES CAMPESINAS DE YUNGAS (Bolivia) 
 WORLD AMAZIGH CONGRESS: www.congres-mondial-amazigh.org  

 EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICA SMALL SCALE FARMERS’ FORUM: www.esaff.org  

 CHARLES LEOPOLD MAYER FOUNDATION FOR THE PROGRESS OF HUMANKIND: www.fph.ch  
 FOUNDATION COLOMBIA NUESTRA (Colombia) 

 GRANDE TRAVERSEE DES ALPES: www.grande-traversee-alpes.com  
 GDF SUEZ GROUP: www.gdfsuez.com  

 HIGH BEARN HERITAGE INSTITUTION: www.iphb.fr  

 LE GRAND BIVOUAC D’ALBERTVILLE: www.grandbivouac.com  
 AID MISSION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL ECONOMIES IN AFGANISTAN: www.madera-asso.org  

 ORGANIC VILLAGE (Nepal): www.theorganicvillage.com  

 PEOPLE ASSOCIATION FOR HIMALAYA AREA RESEARCH (India): www.pahar.org  
 SLOW FOOD: http://slowfood.es  

 TOWN OF CHAMBERY: www.chambery.fr  
 TOWN OF GAP: www.ville-gap.fr  

 
ATTE NDEES  TO THE S UMMAR Y SESSI ON -  24TH N OVEMBE R  18 .00  H  -  19 .30 H  

 
ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES 

 Pierre BERANGER (p.beranger@mairie-chambery.fr), municipality of Chambéry 
 Louis BESSON (j.poloczek@mairie-chambery.fr), Municipal Advisor and President of the Communauté d'Agglomération Chambéry Métropole 

(www.chambery-metropole.fr/)  

 Claude COMET (ccomet@rhonealpes.fr), Regional Advisor for the Rhône-Alpes region, responsible for the mountain areas 
 Noël COMMUNOD (ncommunod@rhonealpes.fr), Regional Advisor for the Rhône-Alpes region 

 Isabelle HERLIN (i.coudry-herlin@mairie-chambery.fr), Elected representative at Town Hall of Chambéry 
 Bernadette LACLAIS (b.laclais@mairie-chambery.fr ; i.girard@mairie-chambery.fr), Town Hall of Chambéry, 1st Vice-President of the 

Regional Council of the Rhône-Alpes region 

 Claudine LEGER (commune.de.rognaix@wanadoo.fr)  
 Hugues MANOUVRIER (h.manouvrier@mairie-chambery.fr), Elected representative, Town Hall of Chambéry 
 

AGENCIES 
 Olivier CHAUMONTET (o.chaumontet@cofor.eu), Director of URACOFRA (Regional Union of Associations from Forest Communities of the 

Rhône-Alpes region: http://uracofra.free.fr/)  
 Jean-Pierre CHOMIENNE (pierre.chomienne@datar.gouv.fr), DATAR, Commissioner for the management of the Alps 

(http://territoires.gouv.fr/) 

 Alain COLSON (alain.colson@institut-montagne.org), Chargé de mission of the Institut de la Montagne (www.institut-montagne.org/)  
 André GROGNIET (andre.grogniet@orange.fr), ANPSP (French National Association of Professional Organisations for the security in the ski 

runs: http://www.anps.asso.fr/)  
 Fabien HOBLEA (fabien.hoblea@univ-savoie.fr), Lecturer and Researcher at the Savoy University (CNRS laboratory: Environment, Dynamics 

and Mountain territories) CISM (Interdisciplinary Scientific Centre of the Mountain: www.cism.univ-savoie.fr) 

 Marine LELOUP (marine.leloup@fondation-facim.fr), Director of the Foundation FACIM (International Cultural Actions in Mountain Areas: 
www.fondation-facim.fr) 

 Guido PLASSMANN (guido.plassmann@alparc.org), Director of the ALPARC (Alpine Network of Protected Areas: http://fr.alparc.org/)  

 
PRESS 

 Marie AMELINE (marie.ameline@radiofrance.com), Journalist, France-Info / France Bleu Pays de Savoie 
 Philippe CLARET (p.claret@ecosavoie.fr), Eco des Pays de Savoie 
 Bruno FOURNIER (bruno.fournier32@wanadoo.fr), Journalist, RCF 

 Robert GUIGUET (savoieclubdelapresse.com), Journalist, Vice-president of the Club de la Presse des Pays de Savoie 
 Alain LAGIER (lagieralain@hotmail.com ; ialpes@hotmail.com), Journalist, iALPES.COM 

 Jaques LELEU (jacques.leleu@ledauphine.com), Journalist, Dauphiné Libéré 
 Nacima YAKOUBEN (redaction@oxygeneradio.fr), Journalist, Oxygène Radio 
 Essor Savoyard (redactionaixlesbains@lessorsavoyard.com), Journalist, Essor Savoyard 

 

 

 
ANNEX 2 . FINANCIA L SUPPORT  

The  WMPA  Boa rd  i s  d eep ly  gra te fu l  to  a l l  pub l i c  and  p r iv a te agent s ,   
who — t hanks  to  the i r  f i nanc i a l  suppor t—  have made  th i s  event  pos s ib l e .  
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